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The huge market demand for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) has attracted a significant number of researchers to explore robust and cheap luminescent materials for application in high-performance and low-cost OLEDs. This concept article presents a new class of organic luminescent materials which demonstrate aggregation-induced delayed fluorescence (AIDF). This material type can perform particularly well when applied in nondoped OLEDs, with devices exhibiting excellent electroluminescence (EL) efficiencies and very small efficiency roll-off. Recent works on typical AIDF materials, investigating molecular design strategies, photophysical properties and EL performance in nondoped OLEDs, are discussed. These newly emerged organic luminescent materials are promising candidates for highly efficient nondoped OLEDs and have potential practical applications.

1. Introduction

Thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) materials with pure and organic ingredients have shown great potentials in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) because of their high exciton utilization and low cost.[1] These TADF materials possess small energy splitting (ΔEis) between the lowest singlet excited state (S1) and the lowest triplet excited state (T1), which can overcome the spin statistical limit of 25% on the singlet production yield through reverse intersystem crossing (RISC).[2] However, most TADF emitters suffer from severe concentration-caused emission quenching and exciton annihilation. In consequence, they generally have to be dispersed in proper host matrices to alleviate these problems. The doped OLEDs based on TADF emitters indeed have achieved enhanced electroluminescence (EL) efficiencies with exciton utilization approaching unity at low voltages, but these devices always encounter a troublesome problem of serious efficiency roll-off as the luminance increases, which remains as an obstacle to their widespread commercial application in OLED industry.[3]

Recently, several robust TADF emitters that could inhibit concentration quenching had been developed and used to fabricate nondoped OLEDs. The efficiency roll-off of these nondoped OLED could been reduced to a large extent,[2a,4] implying that the nondoped OLEDs based on TADF emitters may have potential to increase efficiency stability of the devices.

Aggregation-induced emission (AIE) refers to an interesting luminescent phenomenon that nonfluorescent or weakly fluorescent molecules in solutions are induced to emit strong photoluminescence (PL) by aggregate formation.[5] Luminogens with AIE property (AIEgens) are free of aggregation-caused quenching and can fluoresce efficiently in neat films.[6] AIEgens generally possess highly twisted molecular structures and experience weak intermolecular interactions in the aggregated state, which is conducive to suppressing exciton annihilation and efficiency roll-off. To date, many AIEgens have been demonstrated to be suitable to fabricate stable nondoped OLEDs. However, the majority of AIEgens are intrinsically fluorescent molecules, and thus can only harness singlet excitons for light emission, resulting in theoretically maximum external quantum efficiency (EQEcalc) of only 5.0–7.5% for the OLEDs. Hence, endowing AIEgens with new exciton utilization mechanism, such as TADF, triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) and hybridized local and charge-transfer (HLCT), can be a feasible strategy to break the bottleneck constraint of low exciton utilization of AIEgens.

The highly twisted molecular structures of AIEgens and TADF emitters are essentially compatible. And actually, some TADF emitters have AIE property in nature, that is the PL quantum yields (PLQYs) of these molecules in solid state can be much higher than those in solutions.[7] It is also reported that the intermolecular charge transfer that is facilitated in solid state can also improve the RISC transitions and therefore enhance the delayed fluorescence.[8] In 2015, Chi et al. designed a series of AIEgens consisting of electron-withdrawing diphenylsulfone, and electron-donating carbazole and phenothiazine (PTZ). These interesting AIEgens exhibited apparent delayed fluorescence and excellent mechanoluminescence, and could provide white PL emission by morphological control of the aggregate.[9] However, the application of these materials in nondoped OLEDs were not reported. In 2016, our group also initially developed several molecules that combined the AIE and delayed fluorescence by introducing electron-donating phenoazine (PXZ) and PTZ onto electron-withdrawing dibenzothiophene-5,5-dioxide.[10] In 2016, Yasuda et al. reported three new o-carborane-based molecules that held both AIE and TADF properties, and the two emission behaviors were called as...
aggregation-induced delayed fluorescence (AIDF).\textsuperscript{[11]} They successfully demonstrated the good potential of these molecules in the fabrication of nondoped OLEDs, although there were still much space for the further improvement of device performances in view of relatively low EQE\textsubscript{max} of 11\% and large efficiency roll-off.

In 2017, we explored a novel class of AIDF materials that had an asymmetrical electronic donor-acceptor-donor\textsuperscript{’} (D-A-D\textsuperscript{’}) structures comprised of an electron-withdrawing ketone and various electron-donating groups. We further approved the feasibility of these AIDF materials for the fabrication of nondoped OLEDs to increase EL efficiencies and reduce efficiency roll-off. More importantly, we found that the definition of AIDF was not just the statement combination of AIE and TADF. The AIDF phenomenon actually had its own implication, as it stood for a unique photophysical process that the materials exhibited weak fluorescence with negligible delayed component in solutions, but emitted strongly with distinct delayed fluorescence upon aggregate formation or in neat films. We depicted the underlying mechanism by transient absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies, and theoretical calculations. By further molecular engineering, the performances of our AIDF materials had greatly boosted, presenting many merits of high solid-state PLQY, nearly 100\% exciton harvesting and low cost. The nondoped OLEDs based on our AIDF materials could provide impressive EL efficiencies comparable to those of the doped OLEDs based on common TADF emitters. In particular, the efficiency roll-off of nondoped OLEDs of AIDF materials was extremely small, which shed light on solving the severe efficiency roll-off problem of TADF materials. Therefore, AIDF materials may have great potentials to be the most promising emitters for the fabrication of high-performance nondoped OLEDs. In this concept article, we focus on the representative achievements in the rapidly developing area of AIDF materials, emphasizing the molecular design, mechanism understanding and applications in nondoped OLEDs. An outlook for the AIDF systems is also presented, hoping to make a contribution to nondoped OLEDs.

2. Representative AIDF Materials and Mechanism

The electron-withdrawing benzophenone (BP) is an efficient building block for the construction of TADF emitters.\textsuperscript{[12]} The typical AIDF materials were just created based on this simple-structured BP core (Figure 1). Initially, an asymmetrical D-A-D’
molecule, DBT-BZ-DMAC, was designed by attaching electron-donating dibenzothiophene (DBT) and 9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine (DMAC) to the BP core.\textsuperscript{[10]} DBT-BZ-DMAC was a weak emitter in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution with a low PLQY of 8.3%. It exhibited strong green PL at 505 nm with a high PLQY of 80.2% in neat film, which was higher than those in doped films at different doping concentrations (60.6–79.0%). More interestingly, the $\Delta_{E_2}$ in doped film was decreased as the doping concentration increased, and reached a minimum (0.08 eV) in neat film, indicating that the neat film was favorable for the occurrence of delayed fluorescence. Indeed, the rate of RISC ($k_{RISC}$) was increased as the doping concentration became higher. In neat film it was nearly $27.5 \times 10^{4} \text{s}^{-1}$, which was much higher than that in 6 wt% doped film ($3.23 \times 10^{5} \text{s}^{-1}$). And the delayed lifetime in neat film was 2.9 $\mu$s, being much shorter than that in 6 wt% doped film (20.4 $\mu$s). We thought that the short lifetime of delayed fluorescence indicated that the triplet excitons could be quickly up-converted to singlet excitons for light emission via RISC process in OLEDs, which could be an efficient method to suppress the bimolecular quenching process, such as TTA, of high-concentration excited states, and thus reduce efficiency loss at high voltages (Figure 3). The nondoped OLED with a very simple configuration of indium tin oxide (ITO)/TAPC (25 nm)/DBT-BZ-DMAC (35 nm)/TmPyPB (55 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al was fabricated, in which the DBT-BZ-DMAC neat film functioned as the light-emitting layer, 1,1’-bis(di-4-tolylaminophenyl) cyclohexane (TAPC) served as the hole-transporting layer and 1,3,5-tri(4-pyrid-3-yl-phenyl)benzene (TmPyPB) worked as the electron-transporting layer. The turn-on voltage of this nondoped OLED was 2.7 V, indicative of efficient carrier injection and transport. The nondoped OLED showed $\text{EQE}_{\text{max}}$, maximum current efficiency ($\text{CE}_{\text{max}}$) and maximum power efficiency ($\text{PE}_{\text{max}}$) of 14.2%, 43.3 cd A$^{-1}$ and 35.7 lm W$^{-1}$ with extremely small roll-off of 0.46% at 1000 cd m$^{-2}$.

To confirm the advantages of AIDF materials in the fabrication of nondoped OLED, doped OLEDs with varied doping concentration ranging from 6 wt% to 90 wt% of DBT-BZ-DMAC doped in 4,4'-di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)-1,1'-biphenyl (CBP) matrix were fabricated. It was found that, as the increase of doping concentration, the $\text{EQE}_{\text{max}}$ of doped OLED was increased in some degree but the efficiency roll-off was greatly reduced and reached minimum in neat film. For example, the doped OLED with a low doping concentration of 6 wt% showed a higher $\text{EQE}_{\text{max}}$ of 17.9% and larger efficiency roll-off of 39.8% at 1000 cd m$^{-2}$, while the device with a high doping concentration of 90 wt% gave a lower $\text{EQE}_{\text{max}}$ of 13.4% and a smaller efficiency roll-off of 2.04% at 1000 cd m$^{-2}$, which meant that the later device could function more efficiently than the former one at high voltages.

Actually, this was not the only case we found in our preliminary studies. By replacing DMAC donor with the PXZ or PTZ units, the new molecules DBT-BZ-PXZ and DBT-BZ-PTZ showed similar AIDF property, and their nondoped OLEDs also gave very small efficiency roll-off.\textsuperscript{[11]} Moreover, a library of D-A-D’ molecules consisting of 9,9-dimethylfluorene (DMF), 9,9-diphenyfluorene (DPF) and 9,9’-spirobifluorene (SBF), PXZ and DMAC as electron donor, and BP as acceptor had been demonstrated to hold AIDF property. The nondoped OLEDs adopting these AIDF materials as light-emitting layers enjoyed very small efficiency roll-off as well. For instance, the PLQY of DPF-BP-DMAC in neat film was 62.3%, much higher than that in solution.\textsuperscript{[12]} It also showed a longer lifetime of delayed component in neat film than in solution, revealing the prominent AIDF characteristic. The nondoped OLEDs based on DPF-BP-DMAC afforded good $\text{EQE}_{\text{max}}$, $\text{CE}_{\text{max}}$ and $\text{PE}_{\text{max}}$ of 14.4%, 42.3 cd A$^{-1}$ and 30.2 lm W$^{-1}$, respectively. And the efficiency roll-off was as small as 4.5%. These results disclosed that the AIDF property had successfully suppressed the high-concentration exciton annihilation and thus reduced efficiency roll-off at high luminance to a large extent. Although the EL efficiencies of these AIDF materials were inferior to those of the art-of-state TADF emitters, the greatly reduced efficiency roll-off of these nondoped OLEDs was a distinct merit that TADF materials desired, which was of great importance for the practical application.

In view of the bright future of AIDF materials, we wondered the fundamental mechanism underlying AIDF phenomenon, which is important to rational design of more efficient AIDF materials.\textsuperscript{[10]} Taking DMF-BP-PXZ as an example, it showed faint emission in THF solution with a low PLQY of 2.6% and a short lifetime of 2.3 ns, and no discernable delayed fluorescence was observed, but exhibited bright luminescence and notable delayed fluorescence along with the aggregate formation (Figure 2). And in solid film, it luminesced more strongly, giving a high PLQY of 45.4% and a long lifetime of delayed fluorescence of 1.4 $\mu$s. It was found that its internal conversion rate ($k_{IC}$) in neat film (1.3 $\times$ 10$^{-11}$ s$^{-1}$) was much smaller than that in solution (4.17 $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ s$^{-1}$), which was mainly ascribed to the restriction of intramolecular motion in neat films. The nanosecond transient absorption spectrum in solution showed no absorption peak of triplet state, in accordance with the lack of delayed fluorescence in solutions. But in neat film, DMF-BP-PXZ showed apparent absorption peak of triplet state, with a long lifetime of 1.41 $\mu$s, clearly demonstrating that DMF-BP-PXZ was more ready to achieve triplet via intersystem crossing (ISC) process in the solid state. Density functional theory, time-dependent density functional theory simulations and the combined quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods were employed to deeply depict the underlying mechanism of the emission property in solutions and solid states. The calculated results disclosed that the $k_{IC}$ of DMF-BP-PXZ in solid was 8.81 $\times$ 10$^{10}$ s$^{-1}$, which was significantly reduced relative to that in solution (3.06 $\times$ 10$^{10}$ s$^{-1}$). This finding was consistent with the experimental results. In addition, in solid, the intersystem crossing rate ($k_{ISC}$) and $k_{IC}$ were 6.6 $\times$ 10$^{10}$ s$^{-1}$ and 7.2 $\times$ 10$^{10}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. The $k_{ISC}$ could compete against $k_{IC}$, leading to the occurrences of ISC, RISC and thus delayed fluorescence. Moreover, the value of spin orbit coupling (SOC) was increased and energy difference between triplet and singlet states was decreased in solid in comparison with those in solution, both of which could facilitate the ISC process, and were conducive to delayed fluorescence. These results revealed the efficient suppression of internal conversion (IC) channel
and enhanced $k_{ISC}$ in the aggregated state, which were favored to generate delayed fluorescence. So, a picture of AIDF mechanism became clearly that in solution state, the dominant IC process killed the singlet excited state in a nonradiative manner before the ISC process occurred, leading to neither prompt fluorescence nor delayed fluorescence. In solid state, the IC process was greatly suppressed, and the singlet excited state could undergo ISC process to achieve triplet excited state, which returned back to singlet excited state for delayed fluorescence, on the premise that the energy levels of singlet and triplet excited states were suitable. After wise molecular engineering, these processes could happen at higher energy electronic excited state rather than lowest energy excited state, namely the emission behaviors of AIDF molecules could disobeyed Kasha’s rule. On the other hand, owing to the highly twisted conformations and weak intermolecular interactions of these AIDF materials, the short-range Dexter energy transfer that dominated the concentration-caused exciton annihilation could be diminished effectively. Thus, the efficiency roll-off of the nondoped OLEDs of AIDF materials was extremely small. This could be regarded as a breakthrough in addressing the serious efficiency roll-off of OLEDs based on common TADF emitters.

### 3. Highly Efficient AIDF Materials and Nondoped OLEDs

The asymmetrical D-A-D’ structure gives high possibilities to combine different groups with specific functions. To further improve the carrier transport ability of the luminescent materials, 9-phenyl-9H-carbazole was selected to construct new AIDF materials, CP-BP-PXZ, CP-BP-PTZ and CP-BP-DMAC.\(^{[17]}\)

These AIDF materials had good thermal stability with high thermal decomposition temperatures ($354–407{\degree}C$) and high glass-transition temperatures ($99–105{\degree}C$). They showed PL peaks at 530, 538 and 490 nm, respectively, which were barely varied in comparison with those of DBT-BZ-PXZ, DBT-BZ-PTZ and DBT-BZ-DMAC, implying that the major fragments responsible for light emission probably were those consisting of BP and PXZ, PTZ, and DMAC. The PL intensities of CP-BP-PXZ, CP-BP-PTZ, and CP-BP-DMAC were greatly increased from THF solutions to neat films, and the PLQY of neat films reached 58.0, 45.3 and 67.4 %, respectively. The ratios of prompt components ($R_{prompt}$) in THF solutions were very high (85–100 %), but as the aggregate formation, the ratios of delayed components ($R_{delayed}$) increased, validating again that the delayed fluorescence was induced by aggregate formation.

Encouraged by the prominent AIDF characteristics, nondoped OLEDs with a simple three-layer configuration of ITO/TAPC (25 nm)/emitter (35 nm)/TmPyPB (55 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al were fabricated by vacuum deposition. The turn-on voltages of these nondoped OLEDs were 2.5–2.7 V, suggesting efficient carrier injection and transport into the emitting layers (Figure 4). The further evaluation of bipolar potential by single-carrier devices also indicated the balanced carrier injection and recombination in these AIDF materials. The devices achieved excellent EQE$_{max}$ CE$_{max}$ and PE$_{max}$ of up to 18.4 %, 59.1 cd A$^{-1}$ and 65.7 lm W$^{-1}$, respectively, with small roll-off down to 0.2 %.
The effective design strategy of AIDF materials that ensured the realization of high-performance nondoped OLEDs was emerging as a research topic of increasing interest. By analyzing functions of host materials used in general doped OLEDs, we further designed a series of novel AIDF materials by introducing AIDF fragments, such as BP-PXZ, to common host materials, such as 1,4-di(carbazol-9-yl)benzene (DCB), 1,3-bis(carbazol-9-yl)benzene (mCP), 3,3′-di(carbazol-9-yl)biphenyl (mCBP) and CBP.\[18\] Thanks to the brilliant photophysical properties (PLQY: 66.0–71.6%; ΔE_ST: 0.016–0.024 eV), highly efficient nondoped OLEDs were attained based on these AIDF materials. The efficient carrier injection and transport into AIDF emitters were demonstrated by the low turn-on voltages of ~2.5 V as well as comparable hole and electron mobilities in single-carrier devices. They also showed excellent CE_{max} and PE_{max} of 69–72.9 cd A^{-1} and 75.0–81.8 lm W^{-1}, respectively. Meanwhile, the EQE_{max} reached 21.4–22.6%, with negligible decline at 1000 cd m^{-2} (19.2–20.1%), demonstrating nearly unity exciton utilization and remarkable efficiency stability. The combination of host materials and AIDF fragments could make advances in AIDF materials and paved a new avenue towards high-performance nondoped OLEDs.

General approach to fabricate highly efficient OLED devices is vacuum deposition which requires a relatively complicated process with high cost and precise engineering. In comparison, solution process developed in recent years such as spin-coating and inkjet printing are considered as low cost and high efficiency methods to be applied in OLEDs fabrication.\[19\] The recently developed solution-processible OLEDs were based on luminescent polymers, which had good film forming ability by solution-process technique.\[20\] But these polymers often encountered metal catalyst residue, structural defects inside polymers, and low reproducibility which undermined EL performance. In that case, some novel solution-processed small organic molecules with AIDF nature had been designed. We developed two solution-processed AIDF materials CC6-DBP-PXZ and CC6-DBP-DMAC by introducing a soft alkyl chain to the 9-position of carbazole. These materials could form smooth films by spin-coating technique. They possessed apparent AIDF characteristics with PLQY of 38.3 and 59.5% and very small ΔE_ST of 0.02 eV and 0.04 eV in spin-coated neat films, respectively. The nondoped OLEDs based on the spin-coated film of CC6-DBP-DMAC had an EQE_{max} of 9.02%. More importantly, the efficiency roll-off of this device was as small as 4.8% at 5000 cd m^{-2}, which was much superior to those of reported solution-processed OLEDs based on TADF emitters.\[21\] This work might provide an easy and efficient approach to solution-processed AIDF materials, which could have large potential in massive commercialization.

Recently, in addition to typical AIDF materials containing an electron-withdrawing BP core as discussed above, more and more AIDF materials with quite different molecular structures had been reported, such as derivatives from diphenylsulfone,\[22\] dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide,\[10\] quinoxaline,\[23\] xanthone,\[24\] phenothiazine-5,5-dioxide,\[25\] anthraquinone,\[26\] triazine,\[27\] and so forth (Figure 5).\[28\] These materials also showed advances in...
constructing nondoped OLEDs with suppressed efficiency roll-off, which had been described in recent literatures. Some new examples are presented below. We designed two new AIDF materials, TRZ-HPB-PXZ and TRZ-HPB-DMAC, by grafting electron donors (DMAC and PXZ) and acceptors (triazine) to an AIE-active hexaphenylbenzene (HPB) core that had efficient through-space conjugation character. In these two materials, the HOMOs and LUMOs could be efficiently separated, but the spatially proximate molecular orbitals allowed through-space charge transfer, realizing very small $\Delta E_O$ of 0.02 and 0.09 eV and high PLQY of 61.5% and 51.8%. The nondoped OLED of TRZ-HPB-PXZ with a configuration ITO/HATCN (5 nm)/TAPC (20 nm)/TCTA (5 nm)/TRZ-HPB-PXZ (35 nm)/TmPyPB (55 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al, in which dipyrzino[2,3-f:2',3'-h]quinoxaline-2,3,6,7,10,11-hexacarbonitrile (HATCN), TAPC, 4,4',4''-tris(carbazol-9-yl)-triphenylamine (TCTA) and TmPyPB functioned as hole injection, hole-transporting, exciton-blocking and electron-transporting layers, respectively, reached an EQE$_{\text{max}}$ of 12.3% with small efficiency roll-off 2.7% at 1000 cd m$^{-2}$, indicative of the good efficiency stability. Besides, Wang et al. designed two solution-processible AIDF materials CzTAZPO and scCzTAZPO with a dendritic structure. The dendrites of the molecules displayed highly twisted conformation, providing positive condition for AIDF phenomenon. The OLEDs based on spin-coated films of two AIDF materials showed good EL performance with EQE$_{\text{max}}$ values of 12.8% for CzTAZPO, and 9.1% for scCzTAZPO. Meanwhile, they exhibited small efficiency roll-off 1.8 and 0.97% at 1000 cd m$^{-2}$.

4. Conclusion

Nowadays, the efficient nondoped OLEDs can be an alternative technique for color display and white lighting in view of their increased efficiency stability, simplified device configurations and fabrication procedures, and reduced production cost. The development of luminescent materials for nondoped OLEDs remains as a challenge due to the concentration-caused quenching and exciton annihilation occurred in mainstream materials. Herein, a new class of purely organic AIDF materials with excellent performances in nondoped OLEDs are described. These intriguing AIDF materials are induced to emit prominent delayed fluorescence in the aggregated state, and demonstrate reduced $\Delta E_O$ and shortened lifetimes in neat films relative to doped films. They can harvest nearly 100% of excitons in nondoped devices and afford remarkable EL efficiencies and extremely small efficiency roll-off at high luminance. Recent works have also indicated the feasibility of fabricating solution-processed OLEDs with AIDF materials, which can also realize very small efficiency roll-off. These advances clearly reveal the high competitiveness of AIDF materials in the area of organic luminescent materials for OLEDs.

But from another perspective, the peak EL efficiencies of AIDF materials in nondoped OLEDs are still somewhat inferior to those of TADF emitters in doped devices, particularly at low luminance. The improvements of PLQY and light out-coupling efficiency in neat films of AIDF materials can well address this issue. Besides, the emission colors of most AIDF materials are still in green and yellow regions, and high-quality blue AIDF materials are very rare. This requires new donors and acceptors as well as a wise combination. The recently proposed through-space conjugated molecules and large coplanar moieties may be good choices in designing AIDF materials. Therefore, these two aspects may be the research directions of AIDF materials and devices. We believe that the rapid development of AIDF materials could bring advancement in academic studies and industry applications of OLEDs, and hope this concept can provide a clear outlook of these interesting luminescent materials and attract more researchers to make efforts to this promising field.
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